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Stylish, simple and timeless.
A high-quality shelving system that can be used in so many different and 
individual ways than any other piece of furniture. 
The simple white color emphasizes the personal character of the shelf, 
so that it blends beautifully into any living area. Simple assembly is 
guaranteed thanks to the hanging rails.

EASY 
SHELVING SYSTEM

More product details:

LANGLEBIG INDIVIDUELL

EINFACHSCHNELLFAST

DURABLE INDIVIDUAL

SIMPLE

SICHER

VIELSEITIG

KEIN MESSEN

MINIMAL

NO 
MEASURING

SAFE

MINIMAL VERSATILE
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EASY 
SHELVING SYSTEM
THE ADVANTAGES

Fast and simple assembly due to hanging system
Easy alignment and measuring of the wall rail
No measuring of the borehole spacing
Minimal drilling effort
Easy assembly by only one person

Fix to the wall.

Adjust the distance to the
side and screw in twice..

Screw wall rail horizontally.

Hang the wall upright
into the hanging rail.

Use our Flexi-Bracket 
for maximum space utilization!
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Für Raster 50 & 32 geeignet!

THE
FLEXI-BRACKET 

Easier selection for making purchasing decisions
Uniform appearance on the sales shelf
More space for additional sales items

Maximum space utilization within the shelf
Beautiful overall look with just one shelf bracket version
Saves assembly time

Only ONE bracket for all applications!

THE 4-IN-1 FUNCTION:

Advantages in the market:

Advantages for the home:

Flexi-Bracket with
4-IN-1 Function

1

2

3

For mounting into the hang rail

For TWIN wire shelf

For steel shelf
4
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For drawer frame with basket

For wooden shelf

For clothes rail
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For a space-saving
product presentation

Safety catch:
Prevents the carrier from falling out of the upright
due to unforeseen impacts

PATENT 
PENDING 

new & unique
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Modern storage baskets in Norwegian design from NORSCAN.
A unique rolling system with 4 wheels makes pulling out the basket 
smooth and silent.
An integrated stop function prevents the basket from falling out.

UniqUe wheels 

Baskets roll smoothly on 4 solid nylon wheels

sUpports heavy loads

Our baskets will sustain weights of up to 15 kg
15

Baskets with stop fUnction 

Stop function prevents basket from coming off the runners
STOP

designed Baskets 

Curved fronts allow for a better grip

30 years gUarantee 

All NORSCAN ROLLER  moving parts are guaranteed for 30 years
30år
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WITH
STOP FUNCTION

STOP

CURVED FRONT
FOR A BETTER GRIP

SLIDES 
SMOOTHLY

30 YEARS
GUARANTEE

30 
YEARS 

LOAD 
CAPACITY 15 KG

15kg

BRAND BASKETS 
from NORSCAN
A European manufacturer
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PRODUCT
ASSORTMENT

BLACK & WHITE
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Modern and stylish.
The open shelving system in a minimalist style for a modern 
living concept. The matt black color impresses with its straight-
forward and timelessly beautiful design.

CLASSIC 
SHELVING SYSTEM
BLACK MATT EDITION

More product details:
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OPEN
SHELVING SYSTEM

Our classic shelving system
provides an immediate
overview and gives the room
more light, making it appear
brighter and larger.

MINIMALIST
DESIGN

The trend color black matt
gives the shelf a modern 
appearance, which looks very 
classy in any room. It is ideal 
for any living area.

NEW:
TWIN-wire shelves
in matt black

EFFECTIVE USE 
OF STORAGE SPACE

The modular shelving system 
can be put together individu-
ally and configured to your 
own wishes. 
The shelving elements such 
as wall upright, shelf bracket 
and shelf can be selected in 
different sizes and versions 
so that they meet the various 
space require-ments. Ideal for 
small niches, unused corners 
or sloping ceilings.

VERSATILE,
EXPANDABLE & FLEXIBLE

The shelving system can be
modified and extended as
required, so it adapts to any
living situation. Whether in the
cellar, storage room, kitchen,
entrance area, living room or
children‘s room.

EASY
ASSEMBLY

The simple wall-mounted
system allows assembly in just
a few minutes. The uprights
are screwed directly to the
wall and the shelf brackets are
simply inserted into the grid.

SUSTAINABLE
& GENTLE

The shelving system is an
optimal and more cost-effec-
tive alternative to large, bulky
wooden cabinets. It conserves
wood as a resource and 
therefore also reduces CO2 
emissions. After the product
life cycle the shelves can be 
100% recycled. The colored 
lacquers are water-based 
and are therefore completely 
biodegradable. A special paint 
process with low temperatures 
also saves a large amount of 
energy and CO2.

HARMONIOUS
OVERALL LOOK

The matching screws in the
same color shade give the
shelf a perfect overall look.

STABLE
& EASY TO CLEAN

Painted steel is easy to clean
and robust. This guarantees a
long service life. It also has a
high loading capacity.
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DESIGN 
FURNITURE LEGS

Stylish furniture legs make every piece of furniture such as dining
tables, writing desks, side tables, sideboards and beds unique. In 
the trendy matt black color, the furniture legs are high-quality and 
elegant.

More product details:
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DESIGN LEG U-SHAPE

The U-shaped designer furniture legs consist of a solid metal profile
measuring 50 x 20 mm. They look very elegant. Individual pieces of
furniture can be created together with a beautiful wooden plate. 

HAIR PINS 

With a particularly delicate design and a profile of 10 mm, the Hair 
Pin retro design furniture legs give every piece of furniture that 
certain something. They are available in different lengths so can be 
used for various DIY pieces of furniture. Hair Pins in matt black for a 
retro look or industrial style. Also available in matt white for a simple 
scandinavian look.

FURNITURE LEGS ROUND & SQUARE

The round D60 furniture legs are solid and ideal for any dining table
or desk. If you want a simpler look, the round D30 and square
25 x 25 mm furniture legs are a perfect alternative for smaller
furniture or newly designed furniture. They are more cool in matt
black.
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Cantilever brackets combined with a beautiful wooden board
make the perfect shelf.

CANTILEVER 
BRACKETS

More product details:
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CANTILEVER BRACKET ALIDO

With its modern and minimalist shape, ALIDO can be used in a variety 
of ways. Made of high-quality steel it promises durability and robust-
ness. Ideal for the kitchen area, but also in the storage room or cellar. 

CANTILEVER BRACKET ARENA

With its black matt purist design, ARENA is a must for any shelving
project. Whether as a bookshelf, kitchen shelf or shoe rack, ARENA
looks stylish in any living area.

CANTILEVER BRACKET HERCULES

The heavy-duty console in matt black allows even heavy objects to be
stored in style. HERCULES, measuring 450 x 500 mm, can be loaded
with up to 200 kg.  

Screws in the same color
 for a perfect overall picture !

CANTILEVER BRACKET L-SHAPE

The L-SHAPE cantilever bracket is a simple industrial bracket with a 
matt surface. It can be used both – functionally and decoratively, has 
a highquality finish and can be used for various applications.

CANTILEVER BRACKET HOOK

HOOK offers a dual function - storage and hanging option and is 
therefore perfect as a coat rack in the entrance area. In the color 
white, can be beautifully combined with all wooden shelves.
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www.element-system.com, info@element-system.com

For more inspiration visit us:


